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Abstract

Music summarization refers to a technique which automatically extracts the most important and representative segments 
in music content. In this paper, we propose and evaluate a technique which provides the repeated part in m니sic content 
as music summary. For extracting a repeated segment in music content, the proposed algorithm uses the weighted sum 
of similarity measures based on multi-level vector quantization for fixed-length summary or optimal-length summary. For 
similarity measures, count-based similarity measure and distance-based similarity measure are proposed. The number of 
the same codeword and the Mahalanobis distance of features which have same codeword at the same position in 
segments are used for count-based and distance-based similarity measure, respectively. Fixed-length m니sic summary is 
evaluated by measuring the overlapping ratio between hand-made repeated parts and automatically generated ones. 
Optimal-length music summary is evaluated by calculating how much automatically generated music summary includes 
repeated parts of the music content. From experiments we observed that optimal-length summary could capture the 
repeated parts in music content more effectively in terms of summary length than fixed-length summary.

Keywords^ Music summarisation, Similarity measure, Multi-level vector quantisation, Fixed-length music 
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I. Introduction

Recently the rapid growth of the Internet and personal 

storage for multimedia data has increased the need for 

comfortable consumption of multimedia contents. This 

need has resulted in greater demand for technologies that 

analyze and characterize multimedia data. For example, 

movie trailers, book reviews, and paper abstracts each 

play a role in providing key information on their topics. So 

far a number of techniques have been proposed and 

developed to automatically generate text or video 

summaries [1-3]. Music summarization provides the key 

content of music like text or video summaries. Basically 

there are two ways of music summarization discussed in
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former researches. The first is to provide a repeated part 

as music summary and the second is to provide a 

concatenated segment which consists of parts which have 

different characteristics in music content. For generating 

better music summary, several considerations such as 

feature extraction, music structure representation, and the 

way of summary extraction should be addressed. Of these 

factors, our approach focuses on music structure 

representation and the way of summary extraction. For 

representing music structure, several methods [4-12] 

have been proposed, but these methods represent music 

structure using only one fixed-resolution. In the case of 

using only one fixed-resolution, the presented music 

structure provides only limited information on music 

structure. In this paper, to overcome this problem, 

multi-level vector quantization (VQ) to represent music 
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structure with various resolutions is used. Here, 

multi-level VQ means that a feature vector is represented 

by codeword indices of various sizes of codebooks from 

deferent level VQs. From multi-level VQ, we can obtain 

more information on music structure than previous 

researched methods. And for similarity measure, the 

weighted sum of counts of same codeword indices or the 

weighted sum of the reciprocal of the Mahalanobis 

distances of same codeword indices at the same position 

in segments are proposed for summary extraction. In 

addition, we propose new techniques which provide a 

repeated part of music data with fixed-length or 

optimal-length. Optimal-length means that a proper 

length of music summary with which a given music 

content can be effectively represented.

In Section II, feature vector and the proposed method 

for music summarization are described. In Section III, the 

experimental results of the proposed methods are 

presented. Finally, in Section IV, we summarize and 

conclude the proposed methods.

II. Automatic Music Summarization

Fig. 1 conceptually illustrates a music summarization 

method which provides the repeated part of music content 

as summary. For instance, in Fig. 1, we can know that the 

chorus is repeated, and that the repeated chorus could be

Fig. 1. Example of Music S니mmary.

Music C o n ten t

M u s ic S u m m ary
Fig. 2. Block Diagram of Music Summarization Using Multi-Level 

Vector Quantization.

good for music summary. Our purpose is to extract the 

repeated parts like the chorus, and to provide these parts 

as music summary.

Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the proposed music 

summarization system.

2.1. Pre-Processing
Before extracting the feature vectors for music content, 

the music signal is segmented into fixed length and 50% 

overlapping frames, and the silence frame is removed by 

comparing its frame energy with the pre-defined 

threshold.

2.2. Feature Extraction
In this paper, we use MFCC (Mel-Frequency Cepstral 

Coefficient) as the feature vector characterizing the music 

content. The MFCC is the most typical feature in speech 

recognition [13]. MFCC is calculated as

n — 1,2,.L

where Sk is the output of K th filter in the filter bank. 

80 and 25 are used for the values of K and L, 

respectively.

2.3. Summary Generation
According to music knowledge, the most distinctive and 

representative musical theme should repetitively occur 

throughout an entire piece of music. In this paper, two 

kinds of music summaries are generated according to the 

length of music summary which has fixed-length or 

optimal-length.

A. Fixed-Length Summary Generation

We use multi-level vector quantization to present music 

structure. For finding the repeated part in music content, 

we propose two kinds of similarity measures： CSM 

(Count-based Similarity Measure) and DSM (Distance

based Similarity Measure). The fixed-length music 

summary can be generated as follows.

Find a frame, /max, which has the maximum vQs^i 

(VQ-based Similarity Measure) among all frames
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无)in the music content given, where N is the 

number of frames in the music.

/max = arg max VQSM, (2)

VQSMt = max "이

1 Mk
〔..S+M+s)) (3)

CSM：如（点拿= {o,

otherwise

(4)

r (f. J("心新))T，ifC”Q) = 0(力)

DSM：屹成"—[0 otherwise (5)

where "타L】V], Z + Sv丿

In equations (2) - (5), M is quantization lev시 and 

CMk (fi) denotes a codeword of frame Z of 

quantization level. is a weighting factor used in the 

corresponding quantization level, S is the number of 

frames corresponding to pre-defined summary length, and 

is the Mahalanobis distance between feature 

vectors of frames Z- and fj. After finding frame 九g, 

which has maximum value of VQSMi, |九《,/哽+s] is 

provided as a summary. The weighting factor is 

basically proportional to the reciprocal of the average MSE 

(Mean Square Error) value of the quantization level , 

and we smoothed weighting factors as in equation (6).

1 
=----- + a
'MSEm.

a = max ---------
mmeMSEmk (6)

1

B. Optimal-Length Summary Generation

In the previous section, the summary length has to be 

predefined before generating summary. However, it is not 

effective that all summaries for different music have the 

same length.

Fixed Length 
Music Summaries

I I 너
冋"ps「I

Fig. 3. Comparison of Fixed-Length and Optimal-Length Music 
Summary.

As shown in Fig.3, fixed-length summary could not 

contain the whole chorus part in some cases. However, 

even though optimal-length summary provide longer 

summary than fixed-length summary in some cases, it 

can provide whole chorus to listeners as much as possible. 

In optimal-length music summary, the length of summary 

can be changed by using equations (7)-(9) instead of 

equations (2) and (3).

Z„ax = argmax VQSM' ⑺

VQSM* = arg max VQSMf (8)
SMIN~^ ~SMAX

F0"=max £ %傥.揣(九 +&刀시 (9)
丿 [ s니 J

In generating the optimal-length music summary, while 

the summary length is changed from to smax , find 

vQSMi and provide [兀明，九皿+S*] as optimal-length 

music summary, s* is the number of frames 

corresponding to the optimal music summary length.

III. Evaluation

To evaluate the proposed methods, we use 100 Beatles 

songs published until now. For the feature extraction, 

audio signals sampled at 22.0다]田 are divided into frames 

by 200ms window at 100ms frame rate.

3.1. Evaluation of fixed시ength music summary
To evaluate the fixed-length music summary, we use 

Overlapping Ratio which is the degree of overlapping 

hand-made repeated parts and automatically generated 

summary. In this paper, we focus on the music summary 

technique which provides a repeated part as summary of 

music content. Therefore, Overlapping Ratio can be a 

reasonable evaluation for provided music summary in the 

case of providing a repeated part as music summary.

Overlappiig Ratio = 弟丝*岛짜"2&)*〔如 (10)
LengtKSM)

where ‘成配 and svq are segments of hand-made music
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Table 1. Performance of Single-Level Vector Q니antization.

Quantization Level(M)
Overlapping Ratio (OR)

CSM DSM

8 61.3 649

16 63 7 65.2

32 59.9 64.6

64 64.4 639

128 64.4 646

256 62.7 61 9

512 61.4 626

Table 2. Performance of Multi-Level Vector Q니antization.

M니ti-lev이 VQ (M)
Overlapping Ratio (%)

CSM DSM

8,16 63.3 66.8

8,16,32 61.1 65.9

8,16,32,64 64.5 66.5

8,16,32,64,128 64.8 66.2

8,16,32,64,128,256 65.1 63.9

8,16,32,64,128,256,512 66.0 63.5

Table 3, Comparison of Former methods and The Proposed One.

Overlapping Ratio (%)

Beth Logan' s method [4] 47.2

Chanshen Xu' s method [5] 47.5

Proposed method 66.8

summary and automatically generated music summary. 

Hand-made music summary is manually extracted from 

repeated parts by observing the musical score of music 

content. In this paper, the length of automatically 

generated summary is predefined to 20 seconds. We 

compare former researches [4],[5] with the proposed 

method. Table 1 shows the results in the case that only 

single quantization level was used. The results show that 

the case of DSM is better than CSM.

From Table 1 and 2, the performance of using 

multi—lev이 VQ is better than that of using sin이e level 

VQ, and the distance-based similarity measure give better 

performance than the count-based similarity measure. In 

the case of using the Mahalanobis distances of the whole 

frames without VQ information which is researched in 

previous study [7], Overlapping Ratio is 61.2% which is 

lower than that of DSM in the case of using single level 

VQ and multi-level VQ. From this result, we can see that 

the proposed method using VQ information is efficient to 

find a repeated part in music content. Table 3 shows a 

comparison between former researches and the proposed 

one.

Table 4. Performance of Fixed-Length M니sic Summary (M 그 8, 16).

Summary Length
Optimal Overlapping Ratio (%)

CSM DSM

20s 72.6 75.1

30s 80.9 80.8

40s 84.9 86.4

50s 89.4 90.2

Table 5. Optimal Overlapping Ratio (Average Summary Length over 100 
songs).

Range of Length CSM DSM

20s ~ 40s 87.3 (37.1s) 88.2 (37.6s)

20s ~ 50s 90.3 (42.3s) 90.7 (43.3s)

3.2. Evaluation of optimal-length music 
summary

To evaluate the performance of optimal-length music 

summary, we use different performance measure modified 

from the Overlapping Ratio used in the previous section. 

The new measure called Optimal Overlapping Ratio is 

given in equation (11).

Optimal Overlapping Ratio = ^max
length(Sh如d,kCSy。

length^handk)
xioo (11)

where K denotes the number of repeated parts in the 

music used. The Optimal Overlapping Ratios of 

fixed-length music summary and optimal-length music 

summary are shown in Table 4 and 5.

From the table 5, the performances of CSM and DSM 

are similar from Optimal Overlapping Ratio point of view. 

In the case of the range of summary length is 20s~50s, 

the average summary length and Optimal Overlapping 

Ratio of optimal-length music summary using DSM are 

43.6s and 90.7%. However, in case of fixed-length music 

summary using DSM, Optimal Overlapping Ratio is 90.2% 

with predefined summary length, 50s. From this result, 

optimal-length music summary generates a repeated part 

more effectively with shorter length than fixed- 

lengthmusic summary.

IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed two kinds of music summary 

algorithm which give fixed-length music summary or 
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optimal-length music summary, and also two kinds of 

objective test measures. To find a repeated part in music, 

we use weighted sum of counts or the reciprocal of the 

Mahalanobis distances of frames with the same codeword 

based on multi-level vector quantization. The res나Its of 

proposed method which generates fixed-length music 

summary show better performance than former researches. 

And the algorithm for optimal-length music summary 

generates music summary that contains more repeated 

part with proper length than that for fixed-length music 

summary.
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